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Abstract – For biogroups and groups of self-driven agents, making decisions often depends on
interactions among group members. In this paper, we seek to understand the fundamental predic-
tive mechanisms used by group members in order to perform such coordinated behaviors. In
particular, we show that the future dynamics of each node in the network can be predicted solely
using local information provided by its neighbors. Using this predicted future dynamics infor-
mation, we propose a decentralized predictive consensus protocol, which yields drastic improve-
ments in terms of both consensus speed and internal communication cost. In natural science,
this study provides an evidence for the idea that some decentralized predictive mechanisms may
exist in widely-spread biological swarms/flocks. From the industrial point of view, incorporation
of a decentralized predictive mechanism allows for not only a significant increase in the speed
of convergence towards consensus but also a reduction in the communication energy required to
achieve a predefined consensus performance.

Introduction. – Nature has presented numerous
examples of collective behaviors in groups of animals,
bacteria, cells and molecular motors. Such behaviors
exist to permit sophisticated group functionalities such
as foraging for food and defense against predators,
which cannot be achieved by individual members. In this
research field, one of the most general and attractive
topics is the consensus problem [1–3], where groups of
agents agree upon certain quantities such as position and
temperature.
The most fascinating issue of biological flocks/swarms

is the emergence of coordinated motion through decen-
tralized or localized interactions without group leaders or
the global view of the group, e.g. [4–6]. The interactions
among neighbors can be simple (attraction/repulsion [7]
or neighborhood alignment models [8]) or more complex
(combinations of simple interactions like Couzin’s
model [9]) and can occur between neighbors in space or in
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an underlying network. Such interactions yield appealing
ordering phenomena, and the collective dynamical systems
arise in biological networks at multiple levels of abstrac-
tion, from interactions among molecules and cells [10] to
the behavioral ecology of animal groups [4].
Most of the previous works analyzed performance

improvements, such as increasing the consensus speed,
making the formation more rigid and cohesive and
improving the robustness to node/edge failures or to time
delays, solely based on the information flow available at a
given instant, e.g. [3,11–17]. Moreover, the consensus
method has also been systematically investigated for both
synchronous and asynchronous cases without employing
any predictive mechanism [18]. Two important questions
are thus naturally motivated: i) Are there any local-
information-based predictive intelligence embedded in
flocking/swarming dynamics? ii) What is the role of such
decentralized prediction mechanisms in consensus?
To answer the first question, one can refer to some expe-

rimental evidences e.g. [19–23], which strongly support the
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conjecture of the existence of some predictive mechanisms
inside abundant biogroups. To answer the second ques-
tion, as the preliminary work, we showed in our previous
paper [24] that centralized predictive mechanism can yield
ultrafast consensus without changing the communication
topology. To further our investigation, we demonstrate
that, by introducing some decentralized predictive mech-
anisms, it is possible to either significantly enhance the
consensus speed obtainable with a fixed communication
energy or to decrease the communication energy required
to ensure a prescribed consensus speed.
In natural biogroups, recording past states (position,

velocity, etc.) of one’s neighbors, an agent can estimate
their future states several steps ahead and then align to its
neighbors’ future states. This observation allows us to infer
that individuals may use local information for decision-
making, such as that used by bees to adapt to uncer-
tain surroundings. In engineering applications, each agent
typically has limited power to send messages, and thus
a low sampling frequency is desirable. Since the predictive
mechanisms can broadly expand the range of feasible sam-
pling periods, which we will show later, such predictive
protocols can be fairly useful for industrial applications.
This paper aims to reveal the role of decentralized predic-
tive mechanisms in coordinated behaviors.

Prediction based on local information. – In this
section, we will show that each individual can predict the
dynamics of its own merely using its local observation on
its neighbors, provided that its memory length is long
enough. In other words, “historical local information is
equivalent to current global information”. This observation
is important since it may be the foundation stone of decen-
tralized prediction capability embedded in biogroups.
We represent a network of interacting agents by a

digraph G= (V, E ,A), where V = {v1, . . . , vN} is the set
of N nodes, E ⊂ V ×V is the set of edges, and A is the
adjacency matrix with entries aij � 0 denoting the edge
weight of the interconnection from node i to j. No self-
cycle is allowed, hence aii = 0 for all i. Let xi(k) denote the
state of node i at discrete-time instant k, representing any
physical quantity. The nodes of a network have reached
consensus if and only if xi = xj for all i and j. When
the nodes are all in agreement, their common value is
called the group decision value. If this value is x(0) =

1/N(
∑N
i=1 xi(0)), the network has reached the average-

consensus.

Single-integrator dynamic networks. We first
consider the simplest non-predictive consensus proto-
col, i.e. the routine average-consensus protocol [3], for
single-integrator networks. In the routine consensus
protocol, the continuous-time dynamics of each indi-
vidual i is given by ẋi(t) = ui(t) with the consensus

control signal ui(t) =
∑N
j=1 aij(xj(t)−xi(t)), then the

whole system can be expressed by ẋ(t) =Lx(t) where
L= {lij}=diag(A1N×1) —A represents the Laplacian
matrix associated with the digraph G. If x is the position

vector of the group, this protocol just yields the consensus
of individual positions, and has not considered the
consensus of higher-order differentials of x, e.g. velocities
and accelerations.
After discretization, the dynamics of each individual

is denoted by xi(k+1) = xi(k)+ εui(k) and the general
behavior of the whole network is represented by

x(k+1) = Pεx(k), (1)

where Pε = IN − εL is the state matrix of the considered
network, ε denotes the sampling period or step size
associated with the discrete-time process, and IN is an
N -dimensional identity matrix. Let dmax =maxi(lii)
denote the maximum node out-degree of G. For a
balanced network with at least one spanning tree therein,
if the sampling period ε∈ (0, 1/dmax), then the above
routine consensus protocol ensures global asymptotic
convergence to consensus [3]. In the rest of the paper, for
brevity, we denote average-consensus by consensus.
Using the network dynamics (1), the m-step-ahead

future dynamics of any individual i is given by

xi(k+m) = eiP
m
ε x(k) (2)

with the row extracting operator ei = [0, . . . , 0, 1i-th,
0, . . . , 0]1×N . Naturally, it seems that the global infor-
mation including the state matrix Pε and the current
state x(k) are needed to predict the future states of
the i-th individual. We, however, will show that, even
if such global information is unavailable to each node
(which is typical in biogroups and engineering multi-agent
systems), each individual can still estimate its own and
neighbors’ future states by using the present and past
information it collects from its neighbors.
Let Zi(k) = [z1,i(k), · · ·, zN,i(k)]T denote the historical

state sequence of length N for the i-th individual with
zl,i(k) = xi(k+1− l), l= 1, · · · , N , one has that

Zi(k) =Φix(k−N), (3)

and the future dynamics of individual i and its neighbors
j can be iterated as follows:

xi(k+m) = e1A
m
i Zi(k), xj(k+m) =Bj,iA

m−1
i Zi(k)

(4)
with Φi = [(eiP

N
e )
T , · · · , (eiPe)T ]T and

Ai =

[
eiP

N+1
ε Φ−1i

IN−1 0(N−1)×1,

]
, Bj,i = ejP

N+1
e Φ−1i , (5)

provided that Φi is invertible. Here, individual j is a
neighbor of individual i, m= 1, · · · ,Hp and Hp is future
steps to be predicted, namely the prediction horizon.
Therefore, for any individual i, provided that the

parameters Ai and Bj,i in eq. (5) can be appropriately
estimated, the future dynamics of its neighbors can be
effectively predicted solely using the historical local state
sequences Zi(k) and Zj(k) observed by individual i.
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Comparing eq. (4) with eq. (2), we note that “current
global information” including Pε and x(k) is no longer
required for state prediction as this information can
be recovered from “historical local observations” once
the local correlation information Ai and Bi,j have been
satisfactorily estimated. In this sense, “historical local
information is equivalent to current global information”.
Estimate of Ai and Bj,i can be realized provided that

each individual possesses a memory of sufficient capacity,
allowing it to store the length-N historical state sequences
of xi(k) and xj(k) (j is a neighbor of i). Here, Np is the
diameter of the graph G, i.e. the longest pathway length
between each node-pair of G. Therefore, by

xj(k−n) = αj,iZi(k−n− 1), n= 0, 1, · · · , N − 1, (6)
one can use least-square estimation (LSE) [25] to obtain
the estimates α̂j,i of the row vectors αj,i. These estimates
α̂j,i are then used to reproduce the matrix ejP

N+1
e Φ−1i in

Ai and Bi,j (see eq. (5)).
Furthermore, in natural swarms/flocks, individuals can

escape/enter the neighborhood of an individual, making
the network topology switch continuously. Fortunately,
if the topology modification rate is low enough, the
proposed decentralized prediction remains feasible. Since
the prediction is based on the historical information of the
last 2N steps before current time k (see eq. (6)), and is
aimed at the prediction of the futureHp steps (see eq. (4)),
the decentralized prediction protocol (6) remains valid
provided that the topology remains constant for 2N +Hp
steps. Thus, the topology changing frequency cannot be
higher than 1

(2N+Hp)ε
. Hereby, the relationship between

any agent i and its neighbor j remains identical as shown
in eq. (4) during the recent 2N +Hp steps, and hence using
the LSE method in eq. (6) can yield unbiased estimate and
minimum-variance unbiased estimate of αij for the noise-
free and white-noise cases, respectively [25]. In practical
applications, if the topology of the network changes quite
frequently, the sampling period ε can be reduced, i.e.,
the interaction frequency of each neighboring pair can
be increased, to guarantee the upper bound of topology
changing frequency.
The decentralized predictive protocol (6) is illustrated

on the 5-node network shown in fig. 1, in which the
topology is changed from fig. 1(a) to fig. 1(b) at the 50th
step. Simulations shows that, before the topology switch,
the prediction error δp(k) remains small (less than 10

−9).
Bearing in mind the prediction rule (4) and the identifi-
cation rule (6), the prediction error of node i is defined as
δp,i(k+m) =‖ xi(k+m)− x̂i(k+m) ‖2, with predicted
state x̂i(k+m) = eiÂ

m
i Zi(k) and Âi =

[
α̂i,i

IN−1 0(N−1)×1

]
.

When the topology switch occurs at the 50th step,
the prediction error δp,i(k) rises sharply to approach
0.01 and then begins to oscillate as a result of the tran-
sient adaptive process of the prediction. After less than
N steps, δp,i(k) settles down to a level lower than 10

−10.
Thus, both the prediction accuracy and the adaptive
capability for topology variations are demonstrated.

(a) (b)
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Fig. 1: (Color online) The network topology is switched from
(a) to (b) at the 50th running step; (c) gives the prediction error
δp(k) on a single-integrator network with switching topology.
Here, ε= 0.35, aij = 1 if (i, j)∈ E , otherwise aij = 0, the initial
state of each node is selected randomly in the range [0, 1], and
each point is an average over 500 independent runs.

Note that: i) The tiny prediction error is due to
the inevitable LSE identification error of α̂j,i; ii) For
prediction, each node is required to restore the global state
from local observation. Thus, each node needs to store
sufficiently long historical state sequence of its neighbors
and itself. iii) We assume that the sampling and decision-
making time of all the nodes are synchronized, which is a
common assumption for many existing results in literature
concerning discrete-time analysis of collective behaviors
[3,8,12,14,15,24]. However, even for the asynchronous case,
our method still works since the dynamical relationship
αij extracted from neighboring interactions by eq. (6) is
independent of the sampling instant but solely determined
by the network’s dynamics ẋ=Lx.

Multi-integrator dynamic networks. The above-
mentioned decentralized prediction also holds for more
general networks, say, multi-integrator networks. In the
routine consensus protocol, the continuous-time dynamics

of each individual i is given by x
(n)
i (t) = ui(t) with the

consensus control signal ui(t) =−
∑N
j=1 ai,j [(xi(t)−

xj(t))+
∑n−1
m=1 γmΔ(x

(m)
i (t)−x(m)j (t))] where the super-

script (n) denotes the n-order differential, and γm is the
coupling strength between the m-order state derivatives.
Therefore, the whole system can be expressed by ξ̇(t) =

Γξ(t) with

Γ=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0N IN 0N · · · 0N
0N 0N IN · · · 0N
...

...
. . .

...
0N · · · 0N · · · IN
−L −γ1L −γ2L · · · −γn−1L

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

and

ξ(t) = [x1(t), · · · , xN (t), ẋ1(t), · · · , ẋN (t), · · · , x(n)1 (t),
· · · , x(n)N (t)]T .
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Fig. 2: (Color online) Consensus procedures of (a) state x,
(b) velocity ẋ and (c) acceleration ẍ; (d) gives the prediction
error δp(k) on a triple-integrator network with switching
topology from fig. 1(a) to (b) at the 50th running step. Here,
ε= 0.30, γ1 = γ2 = 2, aij = 1 if (i, j)∈ E , otherwise aij = 0, the
initial state of each node is selected randomly in the range [0,1],
and each point is an average over 500 independent runs.

In comparison with the single-integrator networks in the
previous subsection, the virtue of this protocol lies in
yielding the consensus of not only positions x but also
velocities ẋ, accelerations ẍ, etc.
Analogous to the previous subsection, after discretiza-

tion over ξ̇(t) = Γξ(t), one can establish the relationship
between the historical state sequence Zi(k) of agent i
and its neighbors j ∈N (i)∪ i, and thereby design the
corresponding decentralized predictive protocol for multi-
integrator networks. We demonstrate its prediction perfor-
mances on a triple-integrator dynamic network (n= 3)
in fig. 2, where the topology changes from fig. 1(a) to
fig. 1(b) at the 50th step. Simulations show that, apart
from the oscillations shortly after the switching time, the
prediction error δp(k) remains small (< 10

−9). Note that
the larger prediction errors and switching oscillations of
fig. 2 in comparison with fig. 1(c) root in the much more
complex dynamics of the triple-integrator network.

Decentralized predictive protocol. – We now intro-
duce a predictive consensus protocol to improve the
consensus performance. We only present the case of
single-integrator network, and the counterpart of multi-
integrator network can be easily derived. We consider the
routine dynamics given in 4 with one-step prediction and
replace them by the following model predictive control
(MPC) protocol:

xi(k+1) = e1AiZi(k)+ vi(k), (7)

where vi(k) is an additional term representing the predic-
tive mechanism to be determined. Using (7), the future
states of agent i and its neighbors j can be predicted based
on the available historical state sequence Zi(k) as follows:

Xi(k+1) = PZiZi(k)+PUiUi(k), (8)

Xj(k+1) = PZjZi(k)+PUjUi(k), (9)

where Xi(k+1) = [xi(k+1), · · ·, xi(k+Hp)]T , Ui(k) =
[vi(k), · · ·, vi(k+Hp− 1)]T and

PZi =

[
(e1Ai)

T
, · · · ,

(
e1A

Hp
i

)T]T
Hp×N

,

PZj =

[
BTj,i, (Bj,iAi)

T , · · · ,
(
Bj,iA

Hp−1
i

)T]T
Hp×N

,

PUi =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
e1Aie

T
1 1

...
...

. . .

e1A
Hp−1
i eT1 e1A

Hp−2
i eT1 · · · 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

PUj =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

0
Bj,ie

T
1 0
...

...
. . .

Bj,iA
Hp−2
i eT1 Bj,iA

Hp−3
i eT1 · · · 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

Bearing in mind that Ai and Bji in eq. (5) can be
accurately approximated based on local observation, we
ignore the identification error (i.e., α̂j,i =Bj,i) in the rest
of this paper.
The natural interpretation of the decentralized predic-

tive control mechanism is as follows. Each individual
observes and stores the historical trajectories of itself and
its neighbors, predicts its neighbors’ future states using,
e.g., (8) and (9), and computes some control signal to mini-
mize its predicted state difference with its neighbors.
We now represent the state difference between indi-

vidual i and its neighbors by a vector ΔXi(k+1) =
row{ΔXr,s(k+1)|r, s∈N (i)∪ i and r > s} where
ΔXr,s(k+1) =Xr(k+1)−Xs(k+1) and the nota-
tion y= row{yi} represents that the i-th row of
y is yi. It then follows from eqs. (8) and (9) that
ΔXi(k+1) = PZiZi(k)+PUiUi(k) with r, s∈N (i)∪ i,
r > s, PZi = row{PZr −PZs} and PUi = row{PUr −PUs}.
To solve the consensus problem, we first set the moving

horizon optimization index that defines the decentralized
MPC consensus problem as follows:

Ji(k) = ‖ΔXi(k+1)‖2Q+ ‖Ui(k)‖2R , (10)

where Q and R are compatible real, symmetric, posi-
tive definite weighting matrices, and ‖M‖2Q=MTQM .
In general, the weighting matrices can be set as Q=
qIHpNi(Ni+1)/2 (q > 0) and R= IHp , where Ni is the
number of the neighbors of individual i. In the index (10),
the first term penalizes the state difference between agent
i and each of its neighbor over the future Hp steps, while
the second term penalizes the additional MPC energy
Ui(k). To minimize (10), we compute ∂Ji(k)/∂Ui(k) = 0,
and obtain the optimal MPC action as

vi(k) = PMPC,iZi(k), (11)
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Fig. 3: (Color online) Eigenvalue distributions for different
ε. Blue (◦) and red (+) represent the cases of Pε and W
(see eq. (12)) over 100 runs, respectively. The simulations are
implemented on the balanced network with topology given in
(a). The eigenvalue clusters of the MPC method are snapshot
at the 50th running step. The black circle denotes the unit
circle in the complex plane. Here, Hp = 7, q= 0.015, and each
entry lij (j �= i, and (i, j)∈ E) is chosen randomly in [−1, 0)
such that the resulting network is balanced. It is calculated
that the associated values of dmax lie in [0.9, 2.7].

with PMPC,i =−[1, 0, · · · , 0]1×Hp· (PTUiQPUi+R)−1PTUi ×
QPZi . Substituting eq. (11) into eq. (7) yields

Z(k+1) =WZ(k) (12)

with W =diag{Ai+ eT1 PMPC,i}i=1,...,N and Z(k) =
[Z1(k)

T , . . . , ZN (k)
T ]T .

It can be shown that, for an N -node balanced
network with dynamics determined by (12), provided
that α̂j,i =Bj,i, then the system state x(k) asymptot-
ically converges to the equilibrium point x̄(0)1N with

x̄(0) = 1/N
∑N
i=1 xi(0) if and only if assumptions A1 and

A2 hold:

A1: ρ(W −1N21TN2/N2)< 1, where ρ(·) denotes the
matrix spectral radius;

A2: 1TN · (Ai+ eT1 PMPC,i) = 1TN (i= 1, . . . , N).
It can be seen from fig. 3 that A1 is rational. More

precisely, compared with the eigenvalue cluster of Pε, the
one of W (see eq. (12)) is always much smaller and closer
to the origin except the single eigenvalue at 1, which
well explains the higher consensus speed of the present
decentralized MPC protocol. More significantly, when ε is
increased beyond 1/dmax (see fig. 3(b) where ε= 2), some
of the eigenvalues of Pε start escaping the unit circle,
making the disagreement function diverge, whereas the
eigenvalue cluster of W remains inside the unit circle,
which ensures its convergence. In brief, the role of the
matrix PMPC in eq. (12) is to drive back the escaping
eigenvalues towards the origin, causing the improvement.
The condition A2 can be interpreted as that the

internal prediction-related forces are counteracted. It can
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Fig. 4: (Color online) Consensus performance comparison of
routine and predictive protocols on balanced network fig. 1(a).
(a) ε� 1/dmax (dmax = 2, convergent case of the routine proto-
col); (b) ε > 1/dmax (divergent case of the routine protocol);
(c) state evolution for ε= 0.51; (d) consensus performance
with switching topology. Here, the balanced network topol-
ogy is switched from fig. 1(a) to fig. 1(b) at the 43rd running
step. Here, aij = 1 if (i, j)∈ E , otherwise aij = 0, the initial
state xi(0) is selected randomly in [0, 150], Hp = 7, N = 10,
q= 0.015. Each point is an average over 500 independent runs.

be numerically checked that, in the 2-dimensional space
spanned by the parameters Hp and q, there is a fairly
large region in which A2 is fulfilled (such as the common
parameter settings region Hp ∈ [1, 10] and q ∈ [0.01, 10]).
To illustrate the advantages of the predictive consensus

protocol, we present some simulation results comparing
the convergence speeds using the routine protocol in
eq. (1) and the proposed predictive protocol in eq. (12) on
a 10-node network given in fig. 1(a). Since the objective
is to reach average-consensus, the instantaneous disagree-
ment index is typically set as D(k) =‖ x(k)−1N x̄(0) ‖22,
for which smaller value implies more “consensus”.
In the convergent case of the routine protocol [3], e.g.

for ε� 1/dmax, as shown in fig. 4(a), the decentralized
MPC consensus protocol (12) yields an increase of the
convergence speed towards average-consensus (by a factor
of 3 approximately). Furthermore, even when the routine
convergence conditions are violated, i.e. ε > 1/dmax, it is
observed in figs. 4(b) and (c) that the decentralized MPC
consensus protocol still allows asymptotic convergence to
average-consensus. Thus, the range of sampling period
ε leading to asymptotic convergence towards consensus
can be expanded. Interestingly, one may notice the slight
oscillations of MPC consensus protocol’s D(k) curve in
figs. 4(a) and (b) which root in the online identification
and adaptation processes performed by each node.
To further demonstrate the decentralized MPC’s supe-

riority in handling network topology switch, we compare
the consensus performances of MPC and routine proto-
col in fig. 4(d), in which the topology is switched from
fig. 1(a) to fig. 1(b) at the 43rd running step. For the
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routine protocol, since {0.48, 0.49} ∈ [1/3, 1/2] (1/2 and
1/3 are the 1/dmax values of the topologies considered in
fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively), the consensus is broken
shortly after the topology switch. However, the consen-
sus holds for the decentralized MPC protocol since it can
adapt to the topology changes and use the additional MPC
term (see eq. (7)) to steer each node towards its neighbors.
Thus, its potential for industrial applications is quite clear.
For example, in multi-robot formation control, each robot
can memorize the historical dynamics of its neighbors and
itself for prediction, and then gain quicker velocity consen-
sus at a low cost of interactions.
One may notice that, in our control approach, each

agent has been equipped with predictive capability, which
could somewhat increase the controller cost. Fortunately,
in our previous work [15,24] and some pinning control
methods [26], it has been demonstrated that, if just a
few nodes know the future dynamics of the target, the
collective behavior can still be effectively synchronized.
Thus, this pinning control method may be used to further
decrease the prediction cost in our future investigation.

Conclusions. – To extract the role of predictive mech-
anisms in natural biogroups with distributed interactions,
we incorporated a decentralized predictive mechanism into
each node of a network, and consequently designed a
decentralized consensus scheme to mimic the predictive
intelligence. We also illustrated the value of such predic-
tive protocol for the analysis of emergent behaviors and
for the design of autonomous consensus networks.
Within a centralized framework in our previous

work [24], the future dynamics of each node can be
easily derived provided that the current global state and
topology of the whole network are available. However,
practically, an individual usually lacks such global
knowledge and can only observe its neighbors. Thus,
we implemented some prediction mechanism on general
multi-integrator networks and demonstrated that the
future behavior of each individual and its neighbors can
be accurately predicted by solely using a sufficiently long
historical local information sequence observed by itself.
Based on the above effective decentralized prediction,

we have incorporated an additional MPC term into the
routine consensus protocol [3] to minimize the future
state difference between each node and its neighbors. The
comparison between the routine [3] and the proposed
predictive consensus protocols led to two conclusions:
i) each node’s local information-based vision into the
future can significantly accelerate the consensus speed
of the whole group; ii) the feasible sampling period
range is broadly expanded by this decentralized predictive
mechanism.
Furthermore, to verify the generality of our conclusions,

we have examined the capability of predictive mechanism
in two popular flock/swarm models, the Vicsek model
and the attractive/repulsive model [15]. The results also
strongly imply that the decentralized predictive protocol

has the capabilities of improving the synchronization
performance while decreasing the communication cost.
For natural science, this work contribute to explain-

ing why individuals of biological flocks/swarms do not
communicate very frequently but just now and then during
the whole dynamic process. For industrial applications,
the consensus speed can be significantly enhanced while
the communication energy or cost is reduced. All these
merits are merely at the cost of allowing agents to make
predictions solely based on local information sequence.
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